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,UNCLASSIFIED
FOREWORD

TAC directed the USAF Fighter Weapons School, Nellis AFB, Nevada,

to conduct an evaluation to determine the most suitable offensive and

defensive maneuvers for the F-100, F-104, F-105 and F-4C versus MIG

15/17 type aircraft.

Colonel James C. Hare, Commandant, Fighter Weapons School, was

designated project officer. Authority for the conduct of the test

was TAC message C-0054, 28 April 1965 (SECRET). This report is sub-

mitted in accordance with TACR 80-1.

Assistant project officers were designated for each type of par-

ticipating aircraft. F-86H, F-104 and F-4C team commanders were so

designated for their -espective types of aircraft.

F-86H - Lt Col Joseph J. Maisch, Jr.
175 TFG, Md ANG

F-100D - Capt Zeke D. Williams
USAYi FWS

F-104C -Capt Philip E. Smith1. L&p Philip A li

F-105D - Capt Michael S. Muskat
USAF YWS

F-4C - Lt Col Ralph S. Parr, Jr.
4453 CCTW, Davis Monthan AFB, Ariz
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FINAL REPORT

AIR COMBAT TACTICS EVALUATION

TAC MISSION FF-857

26 APR - 7 MAY 1965

This report was prepared by personnel of the USAF Fighter W6aepona

School, Nellis AFB, Nevada. Comments should be directed to Hq Tactical

Air Command (DO) with info to USAF FWS.

Report prepared by;

Project Officer:
JiES C. HAREB

C ionel, 1IFU,
Commandant, }TS

Asst Project Officer:
MICHAEL MUS (AT
Captai,., USAF
FWS

, I

Arist rroject Officer:
-"2 KE D. WILM -r

aptatn, USAF

APPROVED):

FRANK K. EVERESI, Ja.
Commander, 4520 CCTW
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ABSTRACT

The objectives of the Evaluation (TAC Mission FF-857) were to

determine the most suitable offenbive and defensive maneuvers for the

1-100, F-104, F-105 and F-4C versus HIG 15/17 type aircraft. Energy

maneuverabiuity diagrams were used to substantiate conclusions and

i.-zommendations. rze of energy maneiverability concept for planning

was limited; however, because nece.:sry energy maneuverability diagrams

were not available for the F-86H air,-.aft, which simulated the ZUG 15/

MIG 17 types.

It was determinved that the F-100, ?-104, F-105 and F-4C should

avoid co-speed, hUgh angle of attack engagements with the HIG 15/17

type aircraft. O: the offensive, a speed advantage should be main-

tained. On the defensive, maneuvering in an attempt to cause an over-

shoot will probably be unsuccessful. Therefore, an attempt to dis-

engage should be made by reducing the angle of attack and using max

power to move out of thae attacker's range, maneuvering as necessary

to spoil a tracking solution until well out3ide gun and/or missile

range. .

Peragrmance data obtained in this test is in agreement with data

obtained from energy maneuvcrability diagrams. •
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1. INTRODUCTION: In Southeast Asia our supersonic F-100s, F-lOSe. and

F-4s have engaged or been engaged by subsonic MIG 15s and MIG 17s.

The results of these engagements indicate an urgent need to determine

the most suitable offensive and defensive maneuvers to Le employed

against the MIG 15/17s. Ane F-1O0, F-104, F-105 and F-4C were evalu-

ated in simulated air-to-air combat using the F-86H as MIG 15/17 com-

parable aircraft.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEMS: Refer to flight handbooks for informa-

tion on the following types of aircraft used in the test.

a. 1hree F-IOODs provided by the 4520th CCr Tng Wg.

b. Three F-lO4Cs provided by the 479th Tdc Ftr Wg.

c. Five F-105D/Fs provided by the 4520th CCr Tng Wg.

d. Three F-4Cs provided by the 4453rd CCr Tng Wg.

e. Five F-86Hs provided by the Maryland and the New York AirI National Guard.

For purposes of the evaluation, all aircraft -dere considered to

be equipped with 20=- cannon, either M-39 or H-61, 5nd with AIM-9/B

missiles. This assumption was made in view of pending F-4C gun

installation.

3 PURPOSE OF TEST: To determine the best offensive and defensive

mtnauvers to be employed against MIG 15/17 type aircraft and to verify

through flight test certaiih data and conclusions obtained from energy

mzneuverability diagrams.

4. OBJECTIVES OF TEST: The objectives of this evaluation were to

determine the followin&:

a. Host suitable offensive maneuvers.



b. Most suitable defensive maneuvers.

c. Most suitable element tactics.

d. Verify certain energy maneuverability data.

5. CONCLUSIONS:

a. General:

(I) If F-100, F-104, F-105 or F-4C cruising at .9 mach or

below are engaged by MIG 15/17 type aircraft, executing .95 rach

attacks from the rear hemisphere, the best course of action is to

employ a maximum power acceleration to supersonic speed for separa-

tion rather than employing defensive maneuvers designed to force an

overshoot.

(2) If such attacktare detected within minimum separation

range (3000-4000' for F-4C, 4000-5000' for F-104, 5000-7000' for F-1O0

and F-105), an accelerating diving spiral, max power escape is recom-

mended.

(3) If such attacks are detected at attacker gun fire range,

a break followed immediately by the diving spiral must be attempted.

(4) For offensive use during a maneuvering fight, the AIM-9/B

is severely limited in that the launch capability is restricted by low

angle off and G limitations.

(5) Evaluation of TAC fighter maneuvering flight capabilities

at low altitude ( 2 0 0 0 tl 5 ,000') was not analyzed due to the imposed

10,000' AGL minimum altitude restriction. Such capability is predicted

by current energy maneuverability data to be greater than at higher

altitudes.

2
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(6) According to participating F-4C aircrews, opportunities

were presented for employment of AIM-7 and particularly AIM-7E mis-

siles; however, live testing against maneuvering targets is required

immediately to verify predicted capabilities.

b. F-!OOD:

(1) Defensive employment of descending hard turns is recom-

mended to defeat AIM-9B type missile attacks. F-lO0 mach should be

maintained at .9 or higher.

(2) Deferisive employment of breaks is recommended to defeat

gun attacks detected within or slightly outside gun firing range.

Breaks should be continued to a diving separation maneuver if an

offensive position is not achieved by a break maneuver.

(3) Use of high G rolls or scissors maneuvers to gain an

offensive position is not recomnended against F-86H type aircraft.

(4) F-100 attacks should be initiated with a high energy

level (approximately mach 1) to enable closure to firing range prior

to excessive speed loss in attcmpting to track defending F-86H type

aircraft through turns. Th,' • r !W. ada and do-n is normally the best

disengagement method following such attack.

c. F-104C and F-4C:

(1) Defensive employmeat of descending hard turns is recom-

mended to defeat AIM-9/B type missile attacks. Mach number of approx-

imately .9 or higher should be maintained.

3



(2) Defensive employ3n:mt of breaks is recommended to defeat

gun attacks detected within or sil htly outside gun fire range.

Breaks s'Lould be continued to a diving separation maneuver if an offen-

sive oosition is not achieved.

(3) Use of high G rolls or scissors maneuvers to gain an

offensive position is not recommnended against F-86H type aircraft.

(4) F-104 and FP4C attacks should be initiated at a high

energy level (1.2 mach or higher) to enable closure prior to excessive

loss of airspeed in attempting to track defending F-86 type aircraft

through turns. The 11 roll away and down is the best disengagement

method following such attack.

(5) If a gun attack is detected at approximately 4000' or

greater range, a 0 to IC max power dive for separation employing

sporadic rolling maneuvers is recommended.

d. F-105D:

(1) Defensive employment of descending hard turns is renom-

mended to defeat A-_M-9/B type missile attecks. F-105 mach should be

mafntained at .9 or better to conserve maneuvering potential.

(2) Defensive employment of breaks is recommended to defeat

gun attaqks detected within or slightly outside of gun fire range.

Breaks should be centinued irm'=diately to a diving spiral sepazation

maneu- c if not successful in forcing overshoot.4

(3) Use of higi G rolls over or scissors maneuvers to force

overshoot and regain the offensive is not recane..ded against F-86H

type aircraft. The use of a high G roll under will result In an

4
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attacker overshoot 3000-5000' above the defender, but leaves the F-105

with little maneuvering potential.

(4) F-105 attacks should be initiated with a high energy

level (1.2 - 1.3 mach) to enable closure to firing range prior to

excessive speed loss in attemptng to track defending F-86 type air-

craft through turns. The k roll a.ay and down is the best disengage-

ment method following such attack.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS: The following actions are recommended:

a. Tactical fighter aircrews be provided the information in this

report on an expeditious basis.

b. Tactical formations be utilized by TAC fighter flights that

eminhasize good lookout capability and mutual coverage, due to the

necessity as determined by this evaluationto detect enemy MIG 15/17

type aircraft attacks at sufficient distance to gain separation and

then re-engage at higher mach.

c. Fighter pilots and commanders should not consider ACT maneuver-

ing obsolete as a result of this evaluation. The conclusions that accel-

erating separation maneuvers offer the best course of a,-tion is valid

only against mach limited enemy fighters. Such mane.tvers may not be

possible if TAC fighters are a~tacked by MIG-21 cr later type Soviet

aircraft and a resort to overshoot forcing defensive maneuvers may be

necessary.

d. To Increase proficiency in flying widely spread tactical forma-

tions, the use during training of "route" formation should bi Vnýnimized

and maxiiriz use be made of tacLical fornmationo.

5a



e. Realistic wing level Air Combat Tactics training programs

should be conducted, to include flying clean aircraft, and to include

minimum restriction on maneuvering other than flight handbook limita-

tions.

f. In future procurement of air superiority fighters, considera-

tion should be given to the desirability of high positive energy rate

values whileý under G load (see Annex G). Without this characteristic,

speed and altitude loss during high G maneuvering is rapid.

7. DEFICIENCIES:

a. Rearward lookout capability in F-105 and F-4C was found to

be severely restricted. Tle presence of cockpit mirrors did -kot

%ý alleviae the problem.

b. AIM-9/B launch parameters of launch aircraft G load and angle

off severely restrict the use of this missile in a maneuvering flight.

c. Specific F-4C deficiencies are as listed in Annex E, F-4C

Team Summary.

8. TEST ENVIRONHENT AND PROCEDURES:

a. Test Environment:

(1) This evaluat.on was conducted by Tac•.±cs Development

Division and Operations and Training Division, USAF Fighter Weapons

School, Nellis AFB, Nevada.

(2) All physical testing was conducted in FAA Special Operat-

ing Areas within the Nellis local flying area from flight level 240

to 410, and in th,: uaderlying local flying area from 10,000' AGL to

flight level 230.

6
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(3) Serties were flown employing the F-86H versus F-100D,

F-104C, F-105 and F-4C aircraft.

(4) All sorties were flown in a clean configuration with

full internal fuel.

(5) Recovery distance was 60-100 NN, with normal initial

approach fuel atohomeplatelwith limited alzernate allowance. Missions

averaged 40-50 minutes in duration with sufficient fuel for 2 to 4

engagements totaling 20-30 minutes. Optimum re..unr cruise and idle

power descents were used frequently.

(6) The experience level of the majority of the 26 participat-

ing pilots was high, both in terms of jet and unit equipped aircraft,

as indicated in Annex C.

b. Procedures:

(1) Emrhasis was placed on one versus one sorties (one F-86H

vs one F-100, one F-86H vs one F-105, etc.), to evaluate all appropriate

offensive and defensive maneuvers. Ak azttacker and defender were

designated on each flight to provide equal sampling of offensive and

defensive maneuvers. Initial engagement cox,ditions were prebriefed to

simulate either cc-nbat dir patrol (.85 - .95 mach at 30 - 35M depending

on type aircraft) or low altitude approach to ground target (300 - 330

KCAS at 20H).

(2) Two missions of two-versus-two were scheduled for each

TAC fighter to evaluate element tactics. TAC fighters were designated

attackers on one tw-versus-two mission and as defer:ders on the other.

7
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(3) Participants were briefed to obtain data on sustained

"G" capability at various mach numbers and at 15M and 35H feet to

verify energy maneuverability PsV diagrams.

(4) Test data cards were compiled during flight and ii, flight

debriefing (seeAnnex B). The cards were then turned in to a project

officer to be used in preparing the final report.

(a) Description of Test Data Cards (see Annex B):

I Test Data 1 Card was used on ACT-I (Air Combat

Tactic', 1), ACT-2, and ACT-X. On all ACT-I flights the F-86H was

designated the attacker and the TAC fighter was designated the defender.

The F-86H was given ai, initial advantage of speed, altitude and posi-

tion. As the F-86 closed for a gun attack, the defender countered with

a prebriefed defensive maneuver, i.e., break, hard turi, scissors, high

"G" barrel roll, etc. Engagements were terminat.ed after desired evalu-

ation of maneuvers was made. ACT-2 was identical to ACT-I with the

exception that che F-86 assumed an initial defensive role and the TAC

fighter aosumed an offensive role. ACT-X was used to repeat portions

of ACr-I or ACT-2 as deemed necessary for evaluation.

2 Test Data 2 Card (was used on ACT-3 and ACT-4 and

ACT-X). This card is basically the same as Test Data I Card except both

bircraft were equipped (simulated) with A!H-9/Bs in addition to guns.

Thp attacker initially atcempred to position for a missile launch, but

once the missile attack was nullified a f'Alow-up gun attack was

attempted. On ACT-3; the F-8611 was the attacker with the TAC fighte,

d~fending. The roles were reversed on ACT-4. ACT-X was used to repeat

aily portions of ACT-3 and ACT-4 de-netd necessary for th.z c..auat.on.

8
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3 Test Data 3 Card was used on ACT-5, ACT-6 and

ACT-X, to collect data on elemet tactics (2 vs 2). On ACT-5 the

F-86H assumed the attacker roles, with the TAC fighters defending.

The roles were switches on ACT-6. ACT-X was used to repeat portions

of ACT-5 and ACT-6 as deemed necessary foe' the evaluation. Defensive

splits, offensive counters to the sp,it and the ability to lend mutual

support were to be evaluated.

(5) Immediately following the evaluation, team Leaders

of the participating visiting teams (F-86H, F-4C and F-104) were asked

to record their comments and conclusions for inclusion in this report.

Although specific conclusions in some cases differ from those in this

reporL, the team summarieb are included in Annex E in an attempt to

porl ray the diversity of thought on the subject of air combat tactics,

ani counter any possible bias on the part of the project officers.

9. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

a. General: Although ther. are considerable differences in per-

formance capabilities of the TAC fighters evaluated, they all share

the same basic advantages and disadvantages -.hen compared to an F-86H

r type al-'craft. The F-100, F-104, F-O05 and e-4C all have an advantage

in top speed, all have z sustained G advantage at high mach numbers,

and all have a disadvantage in sustained G at low mach numbers. When

these facts are known, certain conclusions are obvious.

(1) Take advantage of the superior tpeed of the TAC fLighters.

(2) Don't slow douin and turn with F-86H type aircraft.

(3) Employ "hit and run" tactics,

9
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Results of this evaluation strongly support these foregone con-

clusions. During the evaluation the following results were identified.

It must be emphasized that the missions flown during this test were

not "hassles" or "rat races". Prebriefed maneuvers were flown and

evaluated, even though in some cases these maneuvers were known to be

ineffective or foolhardy. In other words, the TAC fighters did not

Sjust play their game, but, for the purpose of this evaluation, slowed

down and played the F-86's game.

A discussion of each of the TAO fighters versus the F-86H follows.

First, defensive situations will be covered, analyzing effective and

ineffective defens-.ve courses of action. At the start of each engage-

ment the TAC fighter defender used a relatively low mach number to

allow the F-86H to close and although the attack was detected, did

not attempt escape until the prebriefed defensive maneuver initiation

range was reached by the attacker. Second, offensive situations will

be discussed, covering not only how, but how not to maneuver on the

offensive.

b. F-1O0 vs F-86H:

(i) F-100 Defender, F-8611 Attacker:

(a) Maneuvering against a missile attack: A typical

defensive engagement began with the F-86H at 5-7 o'clock high and

approaching inissile range. Assuming the attack was detected prior to

launch, a hard turn into the attack placed the attacker outside .ne

missile laun,-h envelope. During this evwluatlon it was difficult to

analyze maneuvering against a missile attack, because of the pilot's

inability to judge angle-off, range, and rate of closure. It was

Cr rF"F'EPTIAr,



considered, however, that a three-%G" turn into the attack would nullify

the missile attack by placing the attacker outside angle-off launch

parameters. As the attacker's range decreased, the 2 It" launch limit

was exceeded. Once the attacker gave up on the missile attack, a

follow-up gun attack was initiated.

(b) Maneuvering against a gun attack: In maneuvering

against a gun attack, the defender had two basic options:

I Dirn~in an attempt to cause an overshoot and sub-

sequently gain an offensive position.

2 Out run the attacker and 3ove outside gun/missile

range.

When the turn option wss selected, the F-100 played the turn with

respect to the attacker's relative position. Max performance turning

was approached only when the attacker closed to gun range. A mistake

frequently made was to go to max performance maneuvering too soon, con-

sequently losing airspeed and future maneuvering capability placiL,& ;he

defender in a more vulnerable position. If max performance is achieved

at the proper time (attacker inside gun range), and the attacker presses

Tithe attack in the plane of the defender's turn, a very rapid overshoot

will oc':ur and the attacker will slide out iront. The rea-on this

occurs is t'hat ac High '"W loads the F-100 loses airspeed so much faster

than the F-36H type aircraft. in a hard tUirn, the F-100 airspeed can

go from 300K to 140K in 90-1200 of turn. Naturally the F-86 loses air-

speed, also, but not nearly as rapidly.

ICI
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If the F-86 employed the high speed yo-yo he effectively countered

the F-100's turn and maintained an offensive position. The F-86 pilots

recognizing an imminent overshoot, learned to discontinue the pass and

pull up into the vertical plane. The F-86 attack normally had to be

discontinued at extreme 8un ranges (approximately 3500'). The exact

range depende!d on angie-off and rate of closure. If the F-100 employed

the hard turn properly, and forced the F-86 into a high speed yo-yo,

the gun attack was only temporarily nullified. The F-86, following the

yo-yo, was at six high, approximately co-speed. The turn required to

force the yo-yo cost the F-100 most of his maneuvering airspeed. The

F-86 was able to slide back down, or perform. a roll-off back down to

gun position. The F-l00's subsequent de"'.-' s tura was completely

ineffective because of ics resulting !-1, .. 4 oeec. If the F-100 took

the 1.ght dcrn into the vert.cal plane, with che attacker at close

range, an overshoot wts more likely, since the attacker was less likely

to e•pioy the yo-yo ty':e maneuver effectively. If an overshoot occurred,

and the attacker had very little nose/tail separation, a vertical toll-

ing scissors forced the F-86 into a 12 o'clock positioa. Reason: The

F-100 was capable of achieving a very high Fngle-of-attack and lost

energy (airspeed) faster than the F-86. If, on the overshoot, the F-86

had good nose/tail separation, it did not have to manuuv,"v into a %:er-

tical rolling scissors. In those cases where the fighL was going down

and both aircraft had approximately 180K, the F-86 uas able to roll wings

level and zcom up into the. vertical plane. if the F-lO0 attempted this,

he was not able to match the attacker's rotation angle in the vercical

plane. Therefore, Lhe F-86 usually reached in the F-lOO's six o'clock

12C,, IFI3E D tT IA L
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high position, with the F-100 completely out of maneuvering airspeed.

From this advantr.-eoub position, the F-86 was able to roll off into a

Mun position and achieve a gum kill. From this exp2rience with the

F-IOO's comparative turning capability, the obvious cnnclusion was:

Don't try to turn with an F-86 type aircraft.

A second defensive option was also attempted, other than attempt-

ing to nullify missile/gun attack by turning. The second option was

to use the F-100 speed advantage to move outside missile/gun range.

Ideally all attacks would be detected outside missile/gun range, but

for the purpose cf this evaluation some attacks were allowed to reach

closer ranges prior to deiensive maneuvering. This was considered

likely to occur at the iower speeds associated with ground attack mis-

slons, than at the higher speeds associated with cumbat air patrol.

It was determined that if the F-100 pilot detected the attack outside

missile/gun range, he should drop the rnose and use AB as necessary to

prevent the attacker from closing. The following courses of action were

developed as a result of the evaluation: If the attacker is detected

i,side the missile envelope, the diving, max power separation is not

feasible. If a three '"G defensive turn is initiated, the missile

attack will be defeated, however, tOis will enable an F-86 type aircraft

to cut off on the inside of turn and close. As his range is ieduced,

the F-1O0 must tighten the turn and eventually experience airspeed decay.

To maneuver against a missile attack, a turn into the attack is neces-

sary, however, the turn should be just hard enough to place the attacker

outside the launch enxelcpe. With only a .3 to .4 mach adv&ntage, the

F-1O0 will take an appreciable =ac'nt of time co mo-ve outside missile

13
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"rgnge, and any unnecessary turning will be to the attacker's advantage.

If the attacker is equipped with gun only, an escape should still be

attempted, initiated prior to the attacker reaching gun range. If the

attacker is deLected after reaching a gunfire positlon, a hard turn

or break is advisable to spoil his tracking solution. This turn should

be of short duration to prevent loss of airspeed. If the attacker over-

shoots, a reversal should be made, followed by a straightaway, max power,

descending separation maneuver. If the attacker does not overshoot,

a reversal, immediately followed by zero 'W", frequently throws the

attacker out Gf phase. If successi'ul in placing the attacker cut of

phase, the F-100 has a few seconds of safe time in which to unload the

wings (0 to !G) and begin the separation maneuver. The defender should

employ sr/oradic rolling or "S" type maneuvering to spoil a tracking

solutloa until well outside gun range.

(2) F-I00 Attacker, F-86H Defender:

(a) Maneuvering for a missile attack: When the attack

was detected prior to launch the F-86 invariably nullified the attack

with a defensive turn. In most ':ases the only chance for a successful

launch appeared to be an undetected approach. A barrel-roll attack

was effective in reducing angle-off, but if the defender maneuvered

properly it was still impossible to reach the launch envelope, and

a follow-up gun attack had to be initiated.

(b) Maneuverin•g for a gun attack: If the F-86 umide a

hard turn while the attacker was well outside gun range, a large angle-

off resulted as the aLtacker approached gun raige. Uader these circum-

stances an overshoot was usually unavoidable. The resulting scisenrs

14
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maneuver then forced the F-100 out frort. If the F-1O0 countered the

overshoot with a high speed yo-yo, the F-86 effectively countered by

pulling up into vertical plane, followed by a roll-off intc the F-100's

six o'clock position.

If the F-100 was allowed to reach gun range at a .ow angle-off an

overshoot could be avoided, but at the expense of maneuvering airspeed.

The F-86, out front, with an airspeed advantage, was able to pull up

high into the vertical plane and roll in behind the F,-1O0. The F-100,

out of maneuvering airspeed, was an easy "kill".

To preclude the above situations frcr. developing, the F-1O0 should

employ "hit-and-run" tactics. A high mach number should be maintained
1

at all times in a maneuvering fight. The exact minimum mach will- vary

with the attaci, conditions (defender's mach, altitude, etc.). A general

rule of thumb is: Never slow down below best AB climb speed ( 92 true mach).

If the defender counters properly, the attack will have to be discontinued

at extreme gun range, or airspeed will be sacrificed. To break off the

attack, reverse down and away frcm the defender and maneuver for separa-

tion.

(t) Two F-lO0s vs two F-86s (Element Tactics): Re.znurces

allowed only cne partially effective mission to be flown and a meaning-

ful evaluation could not be made. See Annex B, Card #67.

c. F-104C vs F-8611: The following results were identif.ed:

(L) ACT-I: Thirteen .86 to .96 mach stern quarter gun attacks

were completed by ?-861{ aircraft against F-104C aircraft. Of these

attacks, seven were accomplished with the F..04 pos'.A.ioned at 35,000'

at .85 - .9 inach, and six with the F-104 at 325-350 KIAS at 20,000-

"iTI/.
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21,000'. Eight of these attacks resulted in F-86H gun kill assessment.

F-104 hard turns and breaks were unsuccessful and the maneuvers were

followed by the F-86H. The F-104 ps...ive G a...e.erat. d- -

was successful in effecting five escapes; however, if the F-104 pulled

up following diving escape, the F-86 could close the distance for a gun

tracking position. In no case did the F-104 force an overshoot and

regain the offensive.

(2) ACT-2: During 12 passes by F-104 aircraft agai ist F-86H

defenders, gun kills were assessed for the F-104 on six. In all cases

the F-86H could force an F-104 overshoot, once it started a hard turn

or break; however, on more than half of the passes the defending F-86

pilot had difficulty detecting the F-104 attack although he knew when

and from where it was coming. Even when the attack was detected,

defenders over estimated F-104 range due to its -mall size and delayed

breaking until too late.

(3) ACT-3: During 16 F-86H .9 - .95 mach missile/gun stern

quarter attacks, F-86 gun kills were assessed on 10 attacks. Again,

F-104 level turns, breaks the hard pull ups were not effective. The

diving spiral escape maneuver, if executed with a rapid roll entry,

was effective in enabling F-104 escape. Only three opportunities

occurred for possible AIM-9/B launch by F-86 aircraft following F-104

defensive maneuver initiation.

(4) ACT-4: During 11 F-104C .9 to 1.2 mach stern quarter

missile/gun attacks, no gun kills were achieved due to F-66 forcing

overshoot in all cases prior to gun rapge. (Maliunctioning F-104

16
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stick kicker onset at 2G degraded F-!04 capability on four passes.)

In one a F-104 gained a missile launch position using a barrel roll

attack.

(5) ACT-5: During three element attacks by F-86H aircraft

against a defending F-104 element, none of the attacks resulted in a

sandwich by the defenders. The conclusion reached was that diving

spiral separation was the better course of action for F-104 aircraft

rather than attempt defensive split mutual support.

(6) ACT-6: During each of two element attacks by F.-104 air-

craft, gun kills were achieved cn one F-86 defender due to loss of

visual contact by the defeiders with at least one of the attacking

F-104s. Offensive fluid separation was effectively employed by the

F-104s.

(7) FIO t C Sum-narX: As with the F-105, .If a rear hemisphere

missile/gun attack by MIG 15/17 type aircraft is observed by defending

F-.104 aircraft, max acceleration O-1G diving separatton ia recommended.

If the attack is observed too close for this type of separation, a

diving accelerating spiral employing rapid roll rates is effective,

The F-104 has an excellent char,. to subsequently ie-engage undetected

viLually by the enemy. If the attacking threat is carrying missiles,

the accelerating dive, if delayed until missile launch range, must

rapidly generate angle-off prior to attenpting esca,,e.

(a) The 2-104 has little success in forcing overs'hoots

through the use of bteaks, hard turns, high G rolls, or scissors

maneuvers.

17
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(b) In attacking with the 1-104, an outstanding advantage

is its small frontal silhouette. The F-104 attack should be pressed

at supersonic speed, 1.1 - 1.3 mach, to insure closure before the

defender's turn forces an overshoot.

(c) Buth in attacking and defending with the F-104, once

supersonic separation has been effected, initiation of climb must be

delayed at least 1-2 miles to prevent MIG 15/17 *ype aircrafc from

cutting off in the vertical plane.

d. F-105 vs F-86H: During the evaluation the following results

were identified when the missicns were analyzed. It must be emphasized

that instead of merely attemptiLg missile or gun kill, or attempting

escape, the participants were delfberately testing the effectiveness

of prebriefed maneuvers.

(1) ACT-l: Ten .92 - .97 mach stern quarter gun attacks were

completed by F-86H alrcr"- _gqair~t F-105D aircraft. Of these, seven

were accomplished with the F-105 positioned at 33,000-35,000' at .9

mach simulating typical ccmbat air patrol cruise ccnditions. Three

were accomplished with the F-1U5 at 20,000-25,000' at 330 KCAS, simu-

lating typical medium altitude bomb mission crulse conditicns during

approach to the target. Five of these attacks resulted in F-86R gun

kill assessment with F-105s attempting hard turns, breaks, High G rolls

under and High G rolls cver. Three successful escapes by F-105 resulted

from separation maneuvers (one iu)-.eleratirg, dcsceading hard turni oae

break, followed by an iwmediate "Split S11 AB escap-,; and one roll under,

aud accelerating diveý. In no case did the F-105 force sufficient over-

shoot to gain the cffensive.

18
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(2) ACT-2: Ten stern quarter or 6 o'clock attacks were com-

pleted by F-105D/Fs again~st F-86H aircraft. Of these; six were accom-

plished with the F-86 positioned at 35,000' and .85 mach and four were

flown agairz7t the F-86 positioned at 20,000' at speeds of 330 KCAS or

.85 mach. F-105 attack speeds varied fromn .98 to 1.25 mach. Durirg

these attacks, the F-105 achieved one gun kill, with one probable and

one possible. The F-86H was able to effect escape in nine cases and

was able on three of these cases to score a kill on the departing F-l05.

Generally, the r-86 used a hard turn, followed by a break when the F-l05

closed to gun range, and forced an overshoot. If the F-l05 yo-yoed high,

the F-86 was able to reverse and accom~pish a roll off with a higher

apex into the F-lOS's 6 o'clock position.

(3) ACT-3: Four stern attacks were completed at .9 - .95 mach

by F-86H aircraft against F-105D aircraft positiored for two attacks at

35,000', .85 - .9 mach and for two attazks at 20,000-22,000', 330 KCAS.

During these attacks, F-105D defensive maneuvering was initiated at

typical terminal AIM-9/B launch conditions (i.e,, 5000-7000' range,

0-15 0 angle-off, less than 2G on launch aircraft). The attacking F-86

attempted to obtain a subsequent AIIM-9/B missile launch position (less

than :ýo angle-off, less that'. 2G, 5000t range) and a follow-up gun kill

position. In one case a subsequet't missile l.aunch position was obtained

during the F-lO5 diving afterburner (AB) escapsý, and in three cases

gun kills were obtained dbring P-l05 evasive maneuvers (hard turn and

diving spiral entries). During two head on ergagc-ments, with the F-8611

possessing an airspead advantage, high and low speed yc-yO manc-u-.-cr'Ino

Ain AB was attempted by the F-4OSD. In the first case the F-86 scored a
1
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"gun kM!!, in the second case the F-105 executed a separation maneuver

after the F-86 reached a high side position. In the one case where the

F-105D escaped from an F-86 st&rn quarter attack, the maneuvers were a

descending hard turn (to deny subsequent missile launch positions),

followed by a break when the F-86 closed to gun range, and an immnediate

entry into an AB accelerating vertical diving spiral with low altitude

recovery at .98 mach. In one case after initiating the diving spiral

escape maneuver, the F-105 pulled up hard into the F-86 and Zorced an

Sovershoot, but as the F-105 atte•,ted to reverse into the vertical roll-

ing scissors to gain the offensive, It snap rollea twice at 250-300 KCAS.

Recovery was immediate whe7, controls were released.

(4) ACT-4: Three stern quarter attacks were completed by F-105

aircraft at .98 to 1.3 mach. Two cf these rctsulted in gun kill •sez,-

* ment aga,',est the defend±.ag F.86H. Three headJ on ;?ttacks were completed

by F-105s having Initial. speed and/or altitude advantage. In no case

was a kill position ach!eved before the attack terminated.

(5) ACT-5 and 6: One mfsston combining both ACT-5 (F-105

defenders) and ACTo6 (F-105 attackers) was flown using an elea•ent of

F-105s versus an element of F-86s. With the F-lOSs defeniing and attempt-

ing a defe-isive split, the low defender was "killed" before the high

defendLr could effect a sandwich. When the attackers cbse:ved the high

defender s;liding toward 6 o'clock, they performed a breuk upward Into

the high defender, Iorcing the high defenraer to :o0! under and separate.

With the F-LO5r. attacking, a low defener kill wos ac.omplishpd before

the high defender c-uld effect a sandwich, however, the trailing attacker

wa. "•Killed" by thu high defender before the attack.rs could separate.

20
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(6) F-l05 Summary: With the F-105 in the defending role, if

an attack is observed in the rear hemisphere, separation is the best

course of action against F-86H type aircraft possessing good subsonic

sustained turning capability. If the attack is observed within AIM-9/B

type missile range, perform an iunnediate hard descending turn to acquire

a minimum of 30 to 400 angle-off, maintaining or acquiring .9 - .95

mach through use of afterburner, then unload G and separate at super-

sonic speed. If the attack is detected approaching gun range execute

a max performance break followed by an inmnediate roli in the direction

of turn to the inverted position and execute an AB diving spiral escape

maneuver. The effort here is to defeat tracking by combining moderate

G 4ith roll. As .95 mach is acquired, relax G and level off for separa-

tion. Regardless of the speed acquired, the F-105 pilot must not initiate

a climb snortly after disengagement, or F-86H type aircraft will cut off

and regain a firing position. The above measures assume an aggressively

prerced attack by qualified enemy pilots.

(a) In attempting separation in F-105 aircraft as with the

F-100, if the attack is detectef-at longer ranges (7000'+) the best

method is a 0-to-iG push over into a dive with afterburner power, as is

the case foi the F-104 and F-4C; however, the acceleration is much

slower than these latter aircraft (see Annex D), hence, the diving spiral

escape may be needed to buy time to effect successful separation.

(h) With the F-105D in an attack role, attemp -an after-

burner stern attack at 1.2 to 1.3 mach. If the attack is detected and

is countered by a haid turn, attempt tracking down to .95 ma-,h and

execute any yo-yos well astern of the defenders. Break off the attack

I
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at .95 mach with a half roll opposite the dile::cion of the defender's

turn and accomplish separation. If the attask is pressed below .9 mtch.

a defender high G roll can compromise F-105 separation.

/c ) Theabove analysis piaces the E-105 in a poor posi-

tion in terms oi Air Combat Tactics maneuvering capability and confirms

the results of TAC Test 63-4 Phase II. This is considered true in view

of the high energy loss (speed end altitude) during maneuvering at

mediua and high altitude, predicted by Energy Mancuverability Theory.

The F-105 is in severe trouble if forced to defend in the 250-200 KCAS

region, therefore, every effort should Le made to avoid this region and

to separate and re-engage at .95 or higher mach.

e. F-4C vs F-86H:

(1) F-4C defender - F-86H attacker:

(a) Maneuvering against a missile attack: The F-86 was

allowed to enter missile range from the stern ql.arter prior to any defen-

sive maneuver on the part of the F-4C. When missile range was attained,

the F-4C countered by executing a 3 '"W turn which in effect negated all

missile attacks. Level turns, diving turns and slignt climbing turns

all proved successful. High "G" breaks and other high "G" zaneuvers

were also successful against a wissile attack, but left the F-4C extremely

vulnerable against a follow-on gun attact:. The most s-jucessful procedure

to utilize to defeat a missile attack with a follow-up gun attack was to

execute a 3 "'" diving turn into the attacker, apply max pcwer aid exe-

cute a diving spiral. This maneuver achiev,.d argle-off from the missile

as well as adequate lateral :z.•aration to preclude the gun attack.

22
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(b) Maneuvering against a gun attack: All gun attacks

were initiated at 3,000-4,000' range from the stern quarter with

approximately a .10 macb advantage on the part of the attacker. To

defeat a gun attack presented a slightly different problem than

encountered with missiles. Maneuvers such as hard turns, breaks,

split S, aad other attempts to cause the attacker to overshoot were

gený'rally unsuccessful against the F-86H. At the speeds and altitudes

flown during this evaluation, it was obvious that the F-86H had a

decided maneuvering advantage. Two basic principles evolved as out-

growths of ACT-I and -2.

1 It Is pointless to attempt to out-turn a MIG

15/L7 type aircraft with the F-4C.

2 When attacked, the F-I-- should immediately strive

for ýieparation and re-enter the fEght on its own terms.

If an attacker is first observed within gun range

an' has a .10 mach advantage, it was concluded that regardless of the

defensive maneuver, the attacker will continue to close. Any defensive

maneuvers where high "G" loads were attempted decreased range consid-

erably aad Increased the kill potential of the attacker, as his maneu-

vering capability exceeded tiat of the F-4 to a great degree.

It was determined tha.t the ,asi'ý aim, of the F-4

was to iiniediately strive for separation from an attacker by the use

of the excess power available. This proved successful against a highly

maneuverable but mach-li-ited type aircraft such as the F-6S6H.

.1,
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The most consistently successful escape was

achieved by unloading to 0 to 1/4 G and simultaneously advancing to

max power. This resulted in a rapid acceleration to co-airspeed dur-

ing which time the attacker closed an additional 1000-1200'. F-4C

acceleration then permitted rapid separation to well outside of effec-

tive gun range. While the attacker is in gun range, it is imperative

that the def2nder make the attacker's tracking problem as difficult

as possible. This can be accomplished by "jinking" (sporadic rolling

and yawing at low G) until out of gun range. It was determined after

discussions with the F-86 pilots that it was much more difficult to

track the F-4C when viewed from astern than when observed from a position

which affords a plan view of the aircraft in a hard turrn.

10. MAINTENA.NCE RESULTS: During the evaluation participating aircraft

flew a total of 124 sorties broken down as follows:

Number of A/C Type A/C Dates Sorties

5 F-86H 26 Apr - 7 May 65 63

3 F-100 26 Apr - 30 Apr 65 14

S5 F-105D/F 26 Apr - 30 Apr 65 13

3 F-104C 3 May - 7 May 65 18

3 F-4C 3 May - 7 May 65 16

In-commissiort recoids of Ohe F'-104, F-4C and particuilarly rthe F-86H

aircraft were especially vot~eorthy. Only two .alfu•ctio.e contr!buted

to loss of Sortie effectiveness

a. F-36H - One engine Throud binding durine shutdown following

an ACT sortie, necessitating englae change.

.4
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b. F-104C -One stick kicker malfunction, reducing maximum G

capability on two sorties.

11. TRAINING REQUIREMENTS: Recounmend the following:

a. Continued contmand emphasis on realistic ACT training with a

minimum of restrictions imposed above normal flight handbook limits

for applicable aircraft.

b. Dissemination of the results of this report to all TAC, PACAF,

and USAFE fighter units.
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F-86H versus F-100D

TAC Mission FF-857 ACT Evalu-tion - Summary

T.O. Fly
Card # Mission flate Attacker A/C # Type Defender A/Ce Type Time Time

60 ACT-I 21 Apr A 113 86 J 099 100 1300 0:45

61 ACT-I ?9 Apr F 294 86 J 099 100 09M0 0:45

62 ACT-i 29 Apr A 113 86 K 130 100 0930 0:45

63 ACT-2 29 Apr 3 099 100 E 738 86 1300 0:45

64 ACT-2 29 Apr K 130 100 F 294 86 1300 0:40

65 ACT-3 30 Apr F 294 86 1 099 100 0925 0:45

66 ACT-4 30 Apr K 110 100 G 255 86 0940 0:45

57 ACT-5,6 30 Apr F - G 294-255 86 1 - K 110-099 100 1400 0:45

NOTE: Letters raZ2r to "attack:" -: "deander" ptlot who flew

the ini:,r'on. See ArLrcx C.
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F-86H versus F-104C

TAC Mission FF-857 - kCT Evaluation - Summary

T.O. Fly

Card # Mission Date Attacker A/C Typ Defender A/C_# Type Time Time

20 ACT-I 3 May B 1255 86 R 891 104 0910 0:50

21 ACT-I 3 May D 1294 86 S 892 104 0910 0:50

22 ACT-l 3 May C 5738 86 R 891 104 1200 0:50

23 ACT-2 3 May T 892 104 B 1255 86 1200 0:50

24 ACT-2 4 May R 883 104 H 1231 86 1240 0:40

25 ACT-2 4 May T 891 104 A 2113 86 1240 0:50

26 ACT-3 4 May A 2113 86 T 891 104 1640 0:50

27 ACT-3 4 May C 7A8 86 S 883 104 1640 0:50

28 ACT-3 5 May A 113 86 S 892 104 1045 0:45

29 ACT-4 5 May T 883 104 C 738 86 1045 0:45

30 ACT-4 5 :l" R 892 104 A 113 86 1340 0:40

31 iCT-4 5 May S 883 104 C 738 86 1345 0:45

32 ACT-• 6 May B 255 86 V3 891 104 1000 0:30

33 ACT-I 6 May D 231 86 T 892 104 0930 0:40

34 ACT-5 6 Hay B - D 255-231 86 R - S 891-892 104 1320 0:50

35 ACr-6 7 May T - S 883-891 104 C - D 738-113 86 1000 0:45

A- 2
S"- A'
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F-86H versus F-105D/F

TAC Mission FF-857 ACT Evaluation - Summ=ar

T.O. Fly
Card # Mission Date Attacker A/C # • Defender A/C _pe Time Time

40 ACT-I 26 Apr G 225 86H Q 531 105D 1350 0:45

41 ACT-I 26 Apr E 738 86H M 530 105D 1350 0:45

42 ACT-i 28 Apr F 294 86H N 530 105D 1420 0:50

43 ACT-2 28 Apr m 531 105D H 231 86H 1430 0:50

44 ACT-2 29 Apr 0 525 105D G 225 86H 1420 0:45

45 ACT-2 29 Apr H 338 105F H 231 86H 1400 0:40

46 ACT-3 30 Apr A 113 86H N 531 105D 0900 0:50

47 ACT-3 30 Apr E 738 86H P 525 105D 0900 0:40

48 ACT-4 30 Apr P 525 105D H 231 86H 1200 0:50

49 ACT-4 30 Apr N 531 105D E 738 86H 1•00 0:45

50 ACt-5,6 30 Apr M 338 105F A 111 861H 1500 0:50
L 525 105D H ^3L 86H

,., 0: C b€ OLA
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F-86H versus F-4C

TAC MISSION FF-857 ACT Ev&Iuation - Summary

T.O. Fly
Card # Mission Date Attacker A/C # Type Defender /C # pe Time Time

I ACT-I 3 May A 113 86 V 435 4 0830 0:50

2 ACT-I 3 May H 231 86 W 5i2 4 0830 0:45

3 ACT-I 3 May A 113 86 Z 625 4 1120 0:50

4 ACT-2 3 May V 435 4 H 231 86 1120 0:50

5 ACT-2 4 May Y - V 512 4 D 294 86 1200 0:50

6 ACT-2 4 May W 435 4 B 255 86 1200 0:50

7 ACT-3 4 Hay B 255 86 x 625 4 1600 0:50

8 ACT-3 4 May D 231 86 Y - V 512 4 1600 0:50

9 ACT-3 4 May B 255 86 W 625 4 1005 0:50

10 ACT-4 5 May V 435 4 H 231 86 1005 0:50

i1 ACT-4 5 May V 225 4 B 512 86 1305 0:50

12 ACT-4 5 May W 625 4 D 231 56 1310 0:50

At 13 ACT-3 6 May C 238 86 W 512 4 1005 0:50

14 ACT-I 6 May A 113 86 Z 435 4 1010 0:45

15* ACT-5 7 May B - AA 255-231 86 V - X 512-435 4

16* ACT-6 7 May V - X 512-435 4 B - AA 255-231 86 0920 0:50

* NOTE: #15 and #16 flown on same mission.

A-4
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UNCLASSIFIED
PILOT FYING MEPERIENCE

PILOT AIRCRAFT TOTAL TIME TOTAL JET TOTAL UE AIRCMAF-

A F-86H 4870 2179 1329
B F-86H 4786 1729 1121
C F-86H 2493 1386 1059
D F-86H 2687 1287 987
- F-86H 3211 1829 1061
F F-86H 3958 2948 1014

"0 F-86H 2624 2184 996
H F-86H 1083 837 684
AA F-86H Unknown Unknown Unknown

I P-100 2674 2334 1936
J P-100 2786 2505 1313
K F. -100 2088 1838 1695

L F-105 5097 4142 320
M F-105 3083 2779 271
N 1-105 2353 2059 272
0 F-105 2708 2450 500
P F-105 3010 2600 570
Q F-105 2054 1800 652

R F-104 2000 1750 750
S P-104 1600 1500 1100
T F-104 1500 1400 625
U P-104 Unknown Unknown Unknown

V F-4C 6300 4000 530
W F-4c 4600 4100 250
X P-4C 3600 3000 170
Y F-4C 4500 3500 600
z F-4C 3100 3000 550

- -
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ANNEX D

F-lOS ACCELERATION COMPUTATION
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F-105 ACCELERATION CaUIATI!

Using energy maneuverability term'5 and Ps values obtained from

current Ps-V diagrams (APCC-TDR-64-35 & 38) the acceleration timesI can be approximated in the following manner. The F-105D is shown in

the sample computation.

Terms are as follows:

Ps - Energy rate specific excess power in ft/sec.

Es - Specific energy in feet.

a =Altitude'in feet. dh rate of climb (ft per see)

V - Velocity in feet per second.

&v - a - Acceleration in feet per second per second.dt

g G ravitational constant#

From energy maneuverability theory:

V2

Es- +

differentiating with respect to time (T)

dEs . (dV) + dh . ps
dt g dt 4t 1

o 4Wwal A (Po..1or dt dt

assuming an average acceleration,"

V as Vo + at or t --

For the first case, assume a .95 mach (1010'/sec) attacker detected by

an F-105 at 15,0001 and 330 KCAS (.665 mrach or 706'/sec). Assuming the

attacker has no further mach capability, the F-105 will begin to separate

when itsivelocity has reachcd .95 mach; We'll assume that the P-103 uses

L . .



f 'i CONFDFNTAL
a level A.B. acceleration in level flight. Ps values for the F-10S

(cleai,5000# fuel remaining) in this area average 300 ft/sec. The

average velocity during this acceleration is .8 mach. At 13,000' this

is 505 KTAS or 854'/see.

then: a - 12_A (300-0) = 1l.3'isec2

S~854

the time to accelerate to .95 is then:

V -Vo 1010 -706 27 secondst = a 11.3 2 eod

If the attacker's average rate of closure during this time (t) is .15

mach (.95 - .8) or 156' per second, the attacker covers 4210' during

this 27 seconds. Closure at a rate of .285 mach (304'/sec) should also

be adoed for at least 3 seconds to allow for F-105 afterburner light

time, allowing the attacker to cover an additional 912'. Hence, if

the attacker is to be maintained at a minimum distance of 3000', a level

A. B. acceleration must be begun under these conditions before the

attacker has closed to 8100'. A j G diving acceleration can be analyzed

in the same fashion. Assume an average descent during the acceleration

of 6000' per minute (-100'/second). The average Ps for the above condi-

tions under I G loading is approximately 320. hence• a - 32.2 (320 +100) -854

15.81'/sec
2

and t - 1010 - 706 . 19.2 seconds.n t 15.8

During this time, the attacker would close 2990'. Adding the 9121 of

closuire during 3 second A. B. light time, if the attacker is to be main-

tained at a minimum distance of 3000' then the j G diving acceleration

must be begun before the attacker has closed to 7000' ranpe.

iD-
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CO, F1RNTIL

1 0 1~-86H TEAm s~miARY 0E MSSION 11-857
WRITTEN BY LT/COL JOSEPH J. MAISCH, JR.

1. The F-86H can successfully defend against both missile (AIM-9) and

gun attacks by the F-100, F-105, F-104 4nd F-4 as long as he is aware

of their presence before they reach effective firing range. After

defending against this gun attack from within 3000 ft range, the F-86R

will prcbably get a gun kill on the F-100 or F-105 (unless the P-l03 has

.95 mach or better). The F-104 and F-4 can escape in the reversal if

their speed is .9 or higher, otherwise, the F-86H stands a chance of

a quick gun kill during the F-104 or F-4 separation maneuver. The

F-86H has a better chance for a kill if coached, on when to reverse, by

a properly positioned wingman (4000 to 5000 abreast or slightly aft).

2. Of the four century types, only the 1-100 has any chance at all of

escaping the F-86H when fighting the obsolescent ACH game; and this

1-100 pilot must be of FWS instructor caliber.

3. The 1-100 and P-105 have not been successful in escaping from an

P-86H gun attack when the evasive maneuvering was started at 4500 feet

or less range. The F-104 and F-4 can escape this attack from a close

as 3000 ft range, but only if they start the separation maneuver iammdi-

ately. The only successful separation maneuver is the one whereby they

start an unloaded (+1/4 to 0 G) quarter descending roll, attempting to

spoil the attacker's tracking problem b-.7 reverting roll direction In

the descending plane and using minimum positive G while separating at

the maximum possible rate. The F-861, will normally decrease the range

'sy 1000 - 1500 ft while the I-104 or F-4 is performing the initial part

A-1
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of the separation maneuver, but vill be unable to track if the defender

performs properiy.

4. The 1-104 has a definite advantage in that he is very difficult to

acquire visually due to small profile, and once acquired difficult to

keep in sight." Also, when the 104 rolls into a bank it is very difficult

to determine the direction in which he is turning or will turn. Thel04

is extremely difficult to see wben making a head-on pass.

.5. The F-100 and at times the 1-105 can cause the P-86H to overshoot

from a stern type pass. The amount of overshoot is of course determined

by the closure rate. This overshoot however, is merely a delayirg action

because the F-86 can yo-yo high, watch the next move by the defender

and then either roll over the top or slide down into the 6 o'clock.

The F-4 and 1-104 cannot normally cause the P-86 to overshoot.

6. The F-86H is capable of pulling up into a"whLfferdill"type maneuver

to almost zero airspeed without snap type maneuvers resulting, and will

then accelerate very well in the downhill run.

7. The 1-86H has one very definite limitation in the .91 to .96 tange

and that is its tendency t) roll to the right. This makes rolling to

the left very difficult, and tracking during tH! 9n!ng roll Is just about

impossible.

1 .
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(J. F-104 TEAH EVALUATION OF F-104 VERSUS F-86g

1. F-104 Defender, F-86H Attacker:

a. At almost any range and any reasonable cruise airspeed for that

altitude, the F-104 can escape if he does it correctly (regardless of

the attacker's range).

b. Never pull up into the attack or try to breAk or hard turn level

as a defensive maneuver.

c. A flaps up, full afterbuner, diving low G spiral 'is an almost

fool-proof escape maneuver. It is extremely difficult to track and

lateral separation is rapidly attained.

d. If the attacker has closed into 1500 feat and, for some reason,

has "missed," he can be forced into an overshoot if he has any appreciable

overtaKe speed. The F-104 will decelerate faster but the overshoot is

only momentary and at best gives an opportunity to break down and away

as the attacker rolls over the top for repositioning. (Not a useful

maueuver in &fy but a super last ditch attart to get away from an attacker

who has run out of amo!)

e. Starting a missaop at the same time, tts F-104 cau spar with an

1-86H attacker in the trans-sonic region and r,.= the attacker out of

fuel.

f. In rolling down and away f" etpaeattc.a from an r-861, it is best

to go to the left as this amplifies the attacker's wing roll tendencies

and complicateai 14is tracking problem at higher mach runbers (.92+).

C: z-3
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2. F-104 Attacker, F-86H Defender:

a. In attacking with the F-104 the only teal offensive strength

other than the superior speed is the fact that the F-104 is difficult

Srto see (especially in the headon profile) and it is difficult to judge

range and closure rate.

b. If the defender makes a hard turn at ranges of 5000 feet or

less the F-104 can make a gun kill before sufficient angle off is gen-

erated by the defender. This is providing the attacker is supersonic.

At subsinic speeds the attacker is able to track lo-iger but Is not able

to close into gun range before the large angles off are generat-'. I It

is therefore no advantage to slow down to enhance turn radius and trackins

time. The escape is about the sams since at higher overtake speeds, the

"defender has generdted less turn prior to his reversal; nn tea lower

speed pass, the defender has turned farther so has less airspeed himself

and has a larger angle to reverse through before be poses a threat to

the attacker.

c. If the defender breaks into the attack at ranger outsLde of

4000 feet it is not possible to track for a gun kill. The escape is

no problem since the defender has lost all airspeed and has genersted

great angles off.

A i. At low altitudes the F-104 can zoom away from any subseq4uent

gau attack after the ovqrshoot but is in a positiou for a possible

missile attack by the defender.

e. If the F-104 does not have to defend against missile attack, it

can stay in the combat aora and spar with the 7-86 making htgh speed

CF £4
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• attacks against the defender and possibly get a successful gun attack

or a surprise deep six attack, if the F-86 loses sight of his attacker.

"In any case the 7-86 could be kept engaged %mtil fuel considerations

required the F-104 tc leave the fight.

3. (ACT-5) F-104 Defending Element versus F-86H Attacking Element:

The F-104 performed defensive split with the 7-86 closing fron a

stern quartering attack. The defensive split was only effective in

that it delayed tbe final positioning of the r-86. In order for either

F-104 to escape both must perfcrm the diving sprial type of escape.

The defensive split is not an effective maneuver to perform against the

F-861. If the 7-104 defenders art fartu=ate enough to spoil the

I • attacker* at a mile, it is mandatory to immediately dive out of the

fight rather than attempt any other maneuver~a~nd then attempt to enSage

on more favorable terms.

4. F-104 Attacking Element verasus F-86H Defendintg Zlt•mento.

S~On ACT-6 wa bad time for two passes and both passes were run uTder

the sams parameters. 7-86H at 35000 feat and .88 cach, the 7-104 at

35000 feet an.d .90 mach. The attack was initated from 4 o'clock position

about five miles *ut.

We discounted the value of element close formation tactics so on

the initiation of the attack the wingman slid out about 30 degeeas from

the lead and did a max acteleration l1w G run on this heading. To l*

attacker besn a slow turn flying a pursuit carve and accelerated to .9S.

As the lead closed in to about a mile the t'nber two attacker consmced

his turn Li. Shortly thereafter the defenders did a defensive split.

*0 -TIAL
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_ They performed it perfectly with the #2 defender cal.n the reversal

as the attacker overshot. Since the wingo an was obviously pulling

less G's he was tracked for a few moments before the -I-164 was forced

to break off in the overshoot. The lead defender immediately reversed

and the wingman rolled under but the attacking F-104, with approximately

.95 mach, spiraled down and to the left with no real difficulty in

achieving separation. About this time the #2 attacker made his tracking

pass and had a clear shot at either defender. He then pulled off and

rejoined lead.

During this attack the defenders were unable to pick up the attacking

lead until he was in about one mile. He therefore called off his range

and angle off. They never did pick up the number two man.

After the breakaway the lead F-104 pulled up sharply about a mile

ahead of the pursuing F-86's and at 1.3 mach. Within 30 seconds the

1-86's were in gun range and tracking on the zooming r-104. This con-

firmed earlier findings that after accomplishinS a successful escape man-

euver It is unwise to zoom up and try to return iummediately to the combat

area.

On the second pass the same results were achieved, however, the

attackers did not get enough lateral separation and the #2 attacker was

in the attack too early and had little time to track, if any. He did

distract the defenders and caused them to lose sight of the lead actacker

who had commenced his dive for separation. On obaervfng the defenders,

reverse back afte, the #2 attacker, the lead rolled out and zoomed back

1 I L-6
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COMMDNTAL

up imnediately into the six o'clock of the defendin flight. As be

-,was completely unobserved he had no evasive action to contend with

at this time.

On both attacks the attack would have been enhanced had the lead

attacker accelerated to 1.05 or 1.1. A speed differential of .35

between the two attackers is just a little too much and a superrinic

pass f• m any quarter was found earlier to be most advantageous for

the attacker.

A
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S M Y OF THE F-4C PORTION OF TAC MISSION FF-857

Prograin FF-857 was estnblished to determine optimum offensive and defen-
a . S

sive tactics for the F-4C when confronted with highly maneuverable, but

subsonic aircraft of the MIG 15/17 type. Air National Guard F-86Hs

were the closest available approximations to the desired maneuvering

and performance characteristics and were used as adversaries throughout

the evaluation. The specifics of the program were defined by the USAF

Fighter Weapons School, under the direct supervision of Colonel James C.

Hare, Commandant, with Captains Muskat and Williams as project officers.

Three F-4Cs with five pilots, one maintenance officer, and fourteen

maintenance support personnel were provided by the 4453 CCTW for the

period 2 May - 7 May at Nellis AFB, Nevada. Lt Colonel R. S. Parr

commanded'the F-4C detachment and functioned as F-4C project liaison-

with the Fighter Weapons School.

rhe Evaluation as plauned by the fighter weapons project officers

required sixteen flights, broken down as follows:

Air Combat Tactics I - P-86H vs F-4C (Gun Attack)
(3 Sorties)

ACT Il - F-4C vs P-86H (Cun Attack)(3 Sorties)

ACT IsI - F-86H vs F-4C (Missile Attack with

(3 Sorties) Follow-up Gun Attack)

ACT IV - F-4C vs 1-86H (Missile Attack with

(3 SortiAs) Follow-up Gun 'Attack)

ACT V - 2 P-86H vs 2 F-4C (Evaluate Element
"(2 Sorties) Defensive Tactics against Gun Attack)

ACT VI - 2 F-fC vs 2 1-86H1 (Evaluate Element
(2 Sorties) Offensive Tact!cs for a Gun Attack)

KF.8



There was allowance for additional sorties, if needed, to further

validate or Investigate findings on any of the previously flown sorties.

As flown the project required eighteen sorties, the two additional

flights were to further substantiate the findings on ACT I and ACT III.

ACT V and VI were combined and accomplished on the final flight because

the F-86s were forced to air abort on ACT V when one of their aircraft

experienced a minor emergency on climb out.

SUYM4ARY BY MISSION TYPE

ACT I:

a. With the F-4^ simulating Combat Air Patrol at 35,000', .85K,

the attacker closes to approximately 4,000-5,000 feet, 10 0 -15 0°angle-

off, at .94-.97( p~ior to any 4efensive maneuvers by the F-4C.

(1) The most consistently successful escape was achieved by

pushing to approximately 0 to k '%", simultaneoisly advancing to maximum

power while rolling approximately 600 bank angle into the attacker.

This resulted in a rapid acceleration to co-speed while the Alttacker

closed an additional 1,000' to 1,200' then an ever increasing separation

to well out of effective gun range. The length of time at 0 to t G1

thus allowing maximum accelerttion, is a function of aircraft Timitat on$,

attacker range at initiation and attacker closing rate.

b. "-4C simulating cruise with load at 20,000', .78M, otherwise

same as'previous encounter.

S(l) Essentially the same as 35,000', but it Is Imperative that

any high dragheavyweight stores should be dropped immediately. Addi-

tional measures such as rolling or "Jinking" while separating from

attacker would severely limit his ability to track at long range.

,-9
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CONFIDE.,TIAL
. ACT 41:

t a. F-86H at 35,000', .83M, F-4C initiates stern quarter gun attack,

F-86 commences evasive maneuvers at 4,000-5,000' attacker range.

ql) Although the F-4Cs were on the offensive for this mission,

the F-86s were tasked with: 1. escaping, and 2. attempting a gun or

heat missile attackvhen and if the F-4Cs overshot.

If the F-86s initiated proper evasive maneuvering well prior to

pF-4C gun range they invariably escaped. If they misjudged closure rates

and delayed their evasive maneuvering or reversed too soon on anticipated

overshoot, they could be tracked and probably destroyed. It was impera-

tive for the F-49 to keep their mach up throughout the attack to achieve

escape after overshooting. If the F-4 slowed and attempted to maneuver

with the 9-86,' they were exi-temelY vulnerable. The optimum mach for the

F-4s appeared to be approximately 1.0-1.1M. This kept closure rates

to a reasonable value, and still allowed either a successful maxiaum"

afterburner climbing departure or quarter roll descending break'wheu

trackini was no longer practical. In this phase, mach must not be

sacrifited in attempts to out-maneuver the adversary.

i ~b. 'r-86 at 20,0001, Mg, F-4C initiates stern quarter gun attack.
1-86 commences evasive maneuvering at 4,000-5,000 attacher range.

,,C "'(i) Same comments as above.

S~~ACT 1311""

a. "F-4C at 35,000', .85M simulating CAP. F-86H initiates stern

quarter'heat missile And follow-up gun attack. F-4C defensive maneu-

vering starts when attacker at 6,000-7,000 foot range.

1-10
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(1) This is by -far the most difficult attack to thwart. To

defeat the missile attack 'it is necessary to turn into the opponent. to

defeat the gun attack requires separation. A level, or nose hagh, max-.
i mum afterburner, bard turn into the attackers would preclude a succes~s-

ful missile attack but would permit closure and a successful gun. attack.

The optimum defensive tactic appeared to be an imediate, nose loit,

Smaximum afterburner turn into the attacker. Approximately 300 nose dom

with not more than three It" initially vopld allow acceleration, but still,

shrink the missile envelope enouri to defeat the missile attack, ,hile

the acceleration effectively separated from the F-86 and precluded a

successful gun attack. A further roll reversal underneath achieved

maximum separation rate, but did not seem to be necessary. Premature

zooms, after initially escaping, would probably result in a successful

missile'or gun kill by the opponent if he pressed the attack.I. b. F-4C at 20,000, .78M sLmulatlng heavyweight cruise. F-86

initiates stern quarter heat missile and follow-up gun attack.

(1) Same as above, bu'; the reduced altitude preclude any steep

accelerating, moderate 'D" roll unders after the initial phase.

ACT IV:`

a. 1-86 at 35,0011, .82•, F-4C initiates heat missile attack from

Astem quarter with f,,Illow-up Sun attack.

(1) Essentially the sane as ACT U. Barrel roll attacks for

an optimum heat missile launch were attempted, but the superior maner-

veft-bility of the 1-86, and the extremely limited capabilitioa of the

Sida'ainder against a maneuvering target precluded success.

I,•. ~ •-e|
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a. Two F-4 simulating CAP at 35,0001, .86M( two 7-86s initiate

:stern quarter gun attack. F-4 commence defensive maneuvering at

• ~approximately 4, 000-5,000 '.

(1) For adequate mutual support it is essential for the defenders

to maintain line abreast. Early recognition of the attackers as to type,

range and closure rate allowed adequate defensive maneuvering to preclude

a successful gun attack.

ACT VI:

a. Two F-86s simulating cruise at 35,000', .82Mf two F-4s attack'

from stern quarter.

(1) Essentially the same as ACT II. Because of the mutual

support aspect of this mission it is feasible to press the attack fur-

thar. Optimum element tactics could not be established on the basis

of a single flight.

*•1tERAL COMOEtS:

In preparation for the evaluation, the tera leader initiated die-

)•.cuastons amng the F-4 pilots to establish principles ald compare cap-

abilities of the Y-4 and F-86H. Although specific performance and

maneuvering data were not available for the 7-86H, experience verified

by rough calculation Immediately established the decided maneuvering

i • adventa•e of the F-86 at indicated speeds of 400K and below, and at
the altitudes to be used for the program this was the applicable envelope.

* This was translatvd into the first principile

iii
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(I) It is pointless to attempt outturning the 1-86 with the

F-4C as presently configured. It is conceivable, however, that a

supplemental lift device could improve the F-4C's turn capability and

make it competitive with the F-86.

Since the F-4C cannot out-maneuver the F-86, the second principle

logically followed:

(2) When attacked, the F-4C should immediately strive for

separation and re-enter the flight on its own terms.

The performance cociparison included the oovious fact that the F-86

was mach limited to approximately 1.0, and then only in a steep dive.

Further discussion and calculation indicated a decided advantage in thrust

to weight ratio in favor of the F-4C. This fact has to be tempered with

drag considerations, since excess thrust to weight ratio determines per-

formance capabilities. This ratio is greatest at the best climb speed

for any given altitude, %hich closely approximates .9M for the F.4C in

the configuration and at the altitudes flown. In view of the drag

characteristics associated with low aspect ratio, high wing loaded air-

craft, any maneuver which increases lift greatly increases drag and

therefore decreases excess thrust.

It logically follows that any actions which maximize excess thrust

assist in achieving the desired separation. If the aircraft is

"unloaded" to 0 to k '", drag is minimized, excess power increases

and maximum separation rate is achieved. If it is essential to turn

into the opponent to defoat a missile attack 43" must be applied spar-

ingly and the nose allowed to drop (at medium an# high altitudes) to

1-13
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allow acceleration and thus separatiob. Operation at N below that for

beat climb represent a loss in efficiency, allow the attacker to close

further and Increase the speed differential, thus time thru which the

defender must accelerate. This leads to the last principle:

(3) Keep your mach up.

The higher your initial mach, the less closure rate for the attacker,

and the'more time available for sighting and/or maneuvering.

The flights conducted throughout the program indicated several areas

for further development or investigation.

a. The Sidewinder (AIM-9/B) is severely limited when employed

against a meneuvering target.

b. There is a definite need to develop Sparrow III employment tac-

Ics against maneuvering target without a GCI environment; the range

capabilities of the missile greatly exceed the visual identification

envelope.

c. Aft visibility from the F-4C is severely restricted by the

"flush." canopy design. Removal of the aft cockpit instrument hood assists

slightly, and the installation of mirrors in the aft cockpit also assists,

but even wi'th these changes it is still very poor.

d. 'A lift supplement, such as maneuvering flaps, could greatly

increase the ACM potential for the F-4C.

e. The trim change gradient associated with airleed changes, and

the relatirvely slow trim response of the F-4 make maximum performance

Umaneuvering difficult.

f. Currently established flight tactics should be thoroughly

reviewed and validated.

t... Z-14
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fg. the F-4 La to be employed as an air superiority weapon, a

moduled gun and a pilot controlled computing sight are essential.

h. If the roll damper in the F-4 is not precisely adjusted, it can

cause unnecessary tracking difficulties. A pilot selected roll damper

would eliminate this limitation.

I. The automatic shoulder harness lock installed in the Martin

Baker seat severely limits pilot mobility when maneuvering. Again, a

selective cutout of this feature would be highly desira'le.

J. The almost complete lack of a vigorous ACH program throughout

the Air Force seierely limits our potential. ACH takes practice and

judgement, proficiency cannot be achieved by reading manuals and

theorizing. The risks inherent in maximum performance maneuvering can

be minimized by education and supervision. Unrealistic limitations

would defeat the fundamental purpose.

k. The scope of TAC Program FF-857 was too limited. ACT against

like aircraft, simulating HIG 19, MIG 21, etc. should have been included.

1-1
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ACT MANEWVER DIAGHMS AND EXPLATION

1 HNIGH -SPEED YO-YO (Figure 1)

The high speed yo-yo is an offensive maneuver in which the attacker

mane't-ers through the vertical and horizontal planes to prevent an over-

4 shoot in the plane of the defender's tu:rn. When an overshoot appears

imminent, the attacker pulls up into vertical plane, so that rose tail

separation can be maintained. Afterburner should be employed as required

(especially in F-105) to maintain some closure. At the slwer speed in

the apex, a turn is made to realign with the defender's 6 o'clock posi-

s tion.

2. LOW SPEEbDXO-YO (Figure 2)

The low speed yo-yo is an offensive maneuver which provides turn

cut-off and closure speed in a Lufberry turn, or increased closure rate

in a running battle. To gain position quickly, with this maneuver, the

attacker lights the afterburner and dives below and inside the defender's

flight path, And then pulls up to'zoom at the defender end either pulls

into his turn, or executes a follow up high speed yo-yo if the angle

off is too high.

3. THE SCISSoRS MW MR (Figure 3)

The scissors is a defensive maneuver in which a series of turn

reversals i executed in an attempt to achieve an offensive potential

after an overshoot by an attacker. Success, when employing the aie-

sore maneuver, depends on the defender's ability to achieve a lower

velocity component in the direttion of the flight; using a large amount

of turning and rapid Oeed reduction.

F-I* I ( , "
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4. VERTICAL ROLLNG SCISSORS (Figure 4)

"The vertical rolling scissors is a Lefensive raneuver which is used

when a defensive turn in the vertical plane causes the attacker -to over-

shoot. The defender then reverses into the attacker, and continues a

high C rolling maneuver to force the attacker out front.

5. BARREL-ROLL ATAK (Figure 5)

This offensive maneuver can be effectively employed when approaching

a defender at high angle off and long range. If a high speed yo-yo is

employed under these circumstances, the attacker is forced to an extremely

high apex in order to maintain nose-tail separation and stay inside the

defender's iurn radius. The barrel-roll attack allows the attacker to

reduce his velocity$ cut-off and turn inside the defender's turn, then

regain velocity after angle off is diminished.

6. HIGH G BM LROLL (Figure 5 & 6)

The high G barrel-roll is a "last ditch" defensive maneuver which

is used to force the attacker out front. The maneuver is a am perform-

ance# vector roll designed to rapidly reduce aircraft indicated airspeed

and vector velocity. The roll can be made in the direction of the turn

(under) or following a reversal (over). The high G barrel-roll over the

top is perbormed if an attacker is detected with low rate of closure at

gun range, and the defender knows that a bre*, would not be succesful.

The maneuver requires a high angle of attack capability at slow. speed

and is generally not suitable for I-104 type (higl, horisontal eoii surfa ce)

aircraft. For the P-105 aince control response is sluggish and airspeed

bleed off rapid, the maneuver is not recommended. The high 0 roll under

i,
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UNCLASSIFIct
is performed if low airspeed does not permit execution over the top, and

S~as a last ditch maneuver for 1-105 aircraft. in the F-105 aircraft.

rapid speed bleed off plus an approximate 5000' altitude loss will result.

The high G roll under is entered with a rapid roll to the inverted post-

ttono

7. DIVING SPIRAL (Figure 8)I The diving spiral is performed as a last ditch maneuver designed

to prevent gun or A1M-9!B typre misile kil_ Iahile the defender is gaining

airspeed for separation, or to perform a reversal up into the attack.

Entry to the diving spiral is similar to the high G roll ander. From

the Inverted position the aircraft Is pulled into a vertical spiral or

- a spiral with a lesser axis of descent, depending on altitude available.

SMax power Is used and moderate G is combined with a rapid roll rate to

defeat the attacker's tracking. The increasing airspeed will increase

both acceleration and G capability. As airspeed builds, G it relaxed

to allow further airspeed increase for separation.

8. DEFENSVEs SLIT (Figure 9)

The defensive split is performed if an elemený is attacked and cannot

achieve separation or turn to meet the attack. A defensive turn Is held

to defeat the AIH-9/B type missile attack. As the attacker(3) close

for a gun attack, the defending element leader calls the split as the

attackers ap•roach gun range. The low defender continues a hard turn or

Increases to a break z. required and the high defender slides high to

acquire a Ine abreast position in the vertical and horizontal plaeawitbh

about 3000-40001 separation. The object Ia to force the attacker(s) to

UwCLASSIFIED
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commit themselves to one of the defenders. Once the attacker commit-

ment has been made, the defender under attack maneuvers as required to

stay alive, and the free defender effects a "sandwich", with the attacker(s)

in the middle. Several options are available depending on the attacker(s)

commitment.

~' 9. For full information on Air Combat Tactics Maneuvers, refer to USAF

Fighter Weapons School*Lesson Plan 50-10-6C "Aerial Attack Study".
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ENERGY HANE-UVERABILITf MAXIMUH SUSTAINED G CAPABILATY

1. During the first week of the evaluation, F-86H, M-lOOD, and F-105D

aircraft performed tru. i limited leval turns to spot check maximum

surtained G values at the zero Ps point (level flight) shown on the

4'sV energy maneuverability charts contained in this annex. These-

checks were performed at selected indicated machs, and for the F-86I

and 1-100 .02 mach was added to the recorded speeds -to obtain a true

mach reading with which to enter the PsV charts. F-105 aircraft cock-

pit mach indication is in true mach.

2. To gather such data, pilots climbed to either 15,000' or 35,000',

as briefed, acquired the apecified indicated mach in level flight and

then entered a level turn, advancing power to the specified setting as

0 was increased. The turn was then held as tight as possible without

encountering spt ed or altitude loss, and average cockpit G meter read-

ings were recorded through a stabilized turn of 900 - 180*.

3. This data is presented in Table I. The values listed under "Pro-

dicted Max G" are from the PsV diagrams in this annex for the specified

• aircraft, true mach, and altitude, For the F-86R, there are presently

no PsV charts. For purposes of comparison, corresponding values for

the HIG 17 (AB power) are show in the "Predicted Max G" column for the

!F-86H entries. The PsV diagrams were computed for 501 of internal fuel

remaining. Such amounts of fuel for each type of aircraft are as followst

1-100 - 39000
P-1050 - 50000

SaF-868 - 1800

The actual fuel remaining at the time the data was recorded is presented,

since some degradation or improvement in performance would be reflected

f ~!1-1
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with variation 4a fuel remaining.

4,', It mut be emphasized that the recorded data Is presented' only as
"a guide, in that inaccuracies could be attributed to any or all of the-

following factors. Data was observed visially by the pilot and recorded

Ot on a knee board.

a. Pilot technique.

b. Cockpit instrument in.ccuracy.
c. Variations in thrust.

d. Variation in fuel on board.

e. Non-standard atmosphere conditions.

S. It should be noted that the values computed for the IJG 17 in AS

power exceed in all cases the values recorded for the 1-861.

6. At the present time a fu.l test on verification of ZR data it

belng cýnducted at Eglin APB, utilizing instrumented aircraft and more

exact testing techniques.
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• ~TABL3 I •

Type True Power Recorded Predicted Fuel Ie-
Aircraft Altitude Macb SettiRa Max G Fax G

F-100D 35,0000 .92 NIL 1.2 5200

F-100D 35,000' .92 MIL 1.2 2.0 5200

r-100D 35,000' .82 IUL 1.5" 5100

M-100D 35,0001 .82 NIL 1.5 1.9 4800

M-00D 35,000t .92 MAX 2.63 5000

1-100D 35,0001 .92 MAX 3.0 2.6 500

O-100D 35,000' 1.12 MAX 2.0 3800

1-100D 35,000' 1.12 MAX 2.5 1.3 4900

1-100D 15,000' .82 MIL 3.0 3.5 3000

M-OOD 15,000' .92 MIL 1.0 4500

M D-100 15,000' .92 NIL 1.0 2.2 450(',

7-100D 15,000' .82 MAX 4.5 5.0+ MOO

7 1-1000 15,000' .92 MAX 3.5 -Im

f-100n 15,000' .92 MAX 3.5 5.04 4400

r-105D 35,000' .8 NI 1.$ 1.2 2300

1-105D 35,0001 .9 NIL 1.4 1.3 7100

S1-105D 35,000' .8 MAX 1.75 1.5 1200

1-105D 35,000' .7 MAX 2.0 1.9 7000

1-105D 35,000' 1.1 MAX 2AI 2.0 6900

1-105D 35,000' 1.3 MAX 2.1 2.0 5500

1-105D 15,000' .7 NIL 2.3 2.3 3500t



,,- Type Tti Paver Recorded Proditcted ruel to-
Ai grot Altitude Mac.h Sett Max G max G a "Is_ U

"F-IOSD 15,000' .8 NIL 2.7 2.6 3300

F-105D 15,000' .9 NIL 3.2 3.0 3W00

F-86HI* 35,000' .72 NIL 2.0 2200

1-86H 35,000' .72 N7L 2.5 2600

1P-86H 35,000' .72 MIL 2.2 (2.8) 2000

F-8619 35,000' .82 MIL 2.2 2100

F-868 35,000' .82 NIL 2.6 2600

P-86H 35,000' .82 NIL 2.0 1800
1-86R 35,000' .82 MIL 1.9 (3.0) 3200
F-868 35,000' .92 NIL 1.6 2200

1-8611 35,000' .92 NIL 1.1 1600
1-86H 35,000' .92 NIL 1.6 3300

1-862 35,000' .92 NIL 1.75 (2.8) 2200

1-8611 15,000' .72 NIL 5,0 + 1500

1-861 15,000' .72 M4 4.5 - 5.0 L600

f-068 15,000' .72 NIL 5.5 2400

1-86H 15,000' .72 NIL 5.0 (5-00.) a

1-86R 15.000' .82 KM 4.5 1700
.- 8611 15,000' .82 MI 4.5 2300

I-869 15.000' .$2 MIL 4.7 1/00
7-868 15,000' .82 NIL 4.0 (5.00)

1-861 15,000' .92 NIL 2.5 1700

0 lruI m
| N
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( Type True Power Recorded Predicted 7"1 Id-

Aircraft Altitude NLC Setting max 0 Mma 0 mal~aubst

4F-865 15,000' .92 NIL 1.3 1500

* • 1-86H 15,000' .92 NIL 1.8 -

7-86H 15,000' .92 NIL 2.75 2200

r-861 15,000' .92 NI 3.0 (4.3) 1600

II

S*Note vvLatLon between LndLvidual 1-86H readiugs, particularly at .92

manch and 15,000'.
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1. DEFINUtION OF TES: Energy Maneuverability Theory is a systeu of

jquantitatively relating the performance of different -aircraft at any

airspeed or altitude. For use of this theory iu tactics evaluation and

performance comparison, two basic concepts are involved.

a. Specific Enerxv Level: This is a measure of the energy possesbed

by a fighter as a result of its position at a particular speed and alti-

tude. A fighter with a high Specific Energy Level has an advantage in

speed and/or altitude over one with low Specific Energy Level. Hard

j mareuvering especially at high altitudes, normally causes a Specific

Energy Loss, hence it is to the advantage of an attacking aircraft to

initiate the attack Aith a higher energy level than itW opponent. The

attacker can afford then to trade this energy while maneuvering for

position.

b. Specific Excess _Power or Energy Rate: Energy rate is a measre

of the time rate at which a fighter gains or looses energy and is equiva-

lent to the specific excess power of that fighter. Specific ex'ess pcower

is that amount of extra power possessed by the figbter after the normal

power required merely to "stay In the air" has been subtracted. In other

t words., it is & measure cf the extra power availa~lo to climb, accelerates

or turn tighter as required by tha mes.uvering situation. A positive

energy rate, thus ind'.cates capability for gair. of speed, altitude, or

0, while a negative rate Indicates that t), fighter must lose speed andi

or altitude or it must relax the 0 load.

NIO



Bes- .'Specific Energy h + 2k64.
Es U,,ILe Ln.eet,

h " height in feet

I V - velocity in feet per second (true airspeed)

Ps - Specific excess power - energy rate
Ps P Uits in- feet/see

2. PsV DIARAM: Refer to- figure 10 and note the following.

a. At .8M, pulling 5 Gs, the 7-104 and RIC 21 are an even match.

Both have a positive Ps of approximately 325 ft/sec. The specific excess

power (energy rate) can be used to increase altitude, airspeed, or turn (G).

b. At 1.1L, pulling 5 Ga, the F-104 has a negative Ps of 220 and the

HKC 21 has a negative Ps of 150. Both aircraft are losing energy, but

the F-104 is losing it faster.

c. The 7-104 has an advantage (sea level) from .7 or .AM to lightly

over mach one.

3* NZV (Energ' Rate) DL•CAO Refer to figure It art. notes

a. At 45M, 1.35MI the F-104 and M•G 21 are an even math. Both

aircraft have a positive Ps of 100 ft/sec. This Ps can be used to

Increase altitude, airspeed, or turn (0).

Ib, At 4, the mx steady state mach unuber for the F-104 is 2.00

SAt the same altitude the 1IC 21s max velocity Is 2.2Mo

e. At 1.3 or 1.4 to mach 2.0 the r-104 enjoys an advantage at all

altitudes, since the solid (1-104) lines fall above the dotted (MIN 21)

lines.
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For more detailed information on Energy Maneuverability Theory,

S C) refer to:

APGD-TrDR-64-35 &38, May 64.

, Vighter Weapons School Lesson Plan -"Fnergy Maneuverability"

50-10-6e.

4. Energy Maneuverability diagrams are included in this asnex to allow

comparison of energy rate capabilities of the participating TAC Fighters

and the MIC 15 &17.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
USAF WEAPONS SCHOOL (ACC)

NELLIS AIR FORCE BASE, NEVADA

14 November 1995

MEMORANDUM FOR DTICA

FROM: USAF WS/DCO
4325 Tyndall Ave
Nellis AFB NV 89191-6075

SUBJECT: Release of USAF Weapons School Publication

Publication titled, Final Report: TAC Mission FF 857 Air Combat Tactics Evaluatio, AD 372
500 was declassified on 6 October 1995 and is cleared for public release. POC is
It Lt Angelene Barton at DSN 682-4972.

M1S DC WELL, Lt Col, USA-
Deputy Commandant


